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Hello,
we’re
Johnny +
Loney

In 2017, we began our floristry journey when we arranged the bouquets for

our very own wedding. (That’s right, we’re a husband-and-wife team!) In

the process, we discovered how deeply unsustainable conventional floristry

is, and we ended up making an Instagram account to share what we

learned. Thanks to our following, we discovered the huge demand for

sustainable floristry that didn’t harm the environment - and yet when we

got married, we couldn’t find a single vendor that exclusively used organic

local flowers. So, we used our backgrounds in fine art (we met while

receiving our MFAs at Pratt Institute) to create unique, sculptural,

beautiful — and sustainable — arrangements and vessels. Before we knew

it, we had created our dream jobs.



�lowers

seasonal

All of our flowers are grown
locally, meaning we celebrate the
seasons with fresh blooms in
spring, summer, and fall, and with
dried grasses, flowers, and seed
pods in the winter.

organic

Not a single one of our flowers is
grown or sprayed with toxic
pesticides or chemicals. We work
with small organic farms in our
area, and your blooms are
harvested the night before your
wedding day to ensure peak
freshness.



custom vessels + decor

Our studio in New Fairfield, Connecticut is equipped with a state-of-the-art

kiln and ceramics studio, a screen-printing station, and a robust

3D-printing lab. In addition to making beautiful flower arrangements, we

can create just about anything you can dream up. In the past, we’ve made

custom ceramic centerpieces using imagery selected by the bride and

groom, 3D-printed bubble letters for a breathtaking living wall, and

silkscreened napkins for a truly customized tablescape.

We can accommodate a wide range of styles, from whimsical and quirky,

to elegant and sophisticated, to vintage and artistic, and everything in

between.



pricing

Because we tailor our creations to each client’s unique vision, no two

weddings are priced the same. We’ll send you an estimate after our first

phone call, but in the meantime, here’s a sample price list.

Item Starting at...

Bridal Bouquet $120.00

Bridal Bouquet + 5 Bridesmaid Bouquets $420.00

Bridal + 5 Bridesmaid Bouquets, Groom's Boutonniere $515.00

Aisle Decorations $160.00

Alter/Chuppah Decorations $600.00

Table centerpieces $75.00 per table

Custom vessels $65.00 per vessel

Living wall installation $800.00
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